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Assembled from 55 
MAHLI images 
NASA/JPL(Caltech/MSSS1










































Depending on where Mars 
and Earth are in their orbits, 
it takes about 4-20 minutes 
for a signal to travel 





















World Wide Operations Team 
Russia, France, Spain, and all over 




















Surface Mission Support Area 












Conglomerates at Hottah 
NASA/JPL(Caltech/MSSS1
Curiosity is currently exploring Yellowknife 




showing a diversity of 




“Sheepbed” rocks contain 1 to 5-mm fractures filled 
with calcium sulfate minerals that precipitated from 







Curiosity’s ultimate goal is to explore the 
lower reaches of the 5-km high Mount Sharp 
NASA/JPL(Caltech/Univ.1of1Arizona1
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Thank you! 
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What1does1MSLICE1let1them1do?1
•  View1images1from1mars1in12d1and13d.1
•  View1a1map1of1where1the1rover1has1been.1
•  Plan1out1which1science1instruments1to1use1and1
how1they1will1be1used.1
•  The1equivalent1of1grammar1and1spell1checking…1
but1for1mars1rovers.1
•  Simulate1how1much1resources1the1plan1will1take.1
•  Turn1the1plan1into1the1commands1that1will1get1
sent1to1the1rover.1
•  Share1ideas!1
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Guy Pyrzak 
•  Bachelors1of1Science1in1Computer1Science1from1
Louisiana1State1University1
•  Masters1in1Human1Computer1InteracVon1from1
Carnegie1Mellon1University1
•  71Years1working1in1the1Human1Computer1
InteracVon1group1at1Ames1Research1Center1
•  Oﬃcial1Title:1Computer1ScienVst1
•  Missions:1
•  Mars1Science1Lab1
•  InternaVonal1Space1StaVon1
•  ConstellaVon1
•  Phoenix1Lander1
•  Mars1ExploraVon1Rover1(extended1Ops)1
•  Earth1Analogs,1including1DRATS1&1NEEMO1
Sol*types:*Curiosity’s*daily*business**
2.*TRAVERSE/APPROACH*
•  Driving1up1to11001m1per1sol1
•  Imaging1and1proﬁling1
chemistry1along1the1drive1
•  LocaVng1sampling1targets1
1.*REMOTE*SENSING*
•  Landscape1imaging1
•  Sampling1of1rock1and1
soil1chemistry1
3.*CONTACT*
SCIENCE*
•  Removal1of1surface1
dust1
•  Chemical1and1hand(
lens1observaVons1of1
a1speciﬁc1target1
4.*SAMPLE*ACQUISITION/ANALYSIS*
•  Drilling,1processing,1and111111111111
delivering1sample1material1111111111111111111to1
the1rover’s1lab1instruments1
•  Analyzing1for1mineralogy,11111111111111111111
organics,1elemental1and111111111111111111
isotopic1chemistry1
Each1acVvity1may1require1mulVple1“sols”.111
Results1are1reviewed1on1Earth1before1moving1on1to1the1next1acVvity.111
Weather1and1radiaVon1monitoring1occur1on1all1sols.1
Why1Explore?1
That1may1be1the1most1important1
thing1to1understand1about1
humans.1It1is1the1unknown1that1
deﬁnes1our1existence.1We1are1
constantly1searching,1not1just1for1
answers1to1our1quesVons,1but1for1
new1quesVons.1We1are1explorers.1
We1explore1our1lives1day1by1day,1
and1we1explore1the1galaxy,1trying1
to1expand1the1boundaries1of1our1
knowledge.1
